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Bart Lang Discusses Quarter Horse and
Thoroughbred Meets at Lone Star Park
Tucson, AZ — Bart Lang, Director of Racing of
Lone Star Park at Grand Prairie spoke on Monday,
October 23 in the ACBS 342-Organization &
Administration of the Racing Department class.
Bart has been a member of the Lone Star Park
racing department since the track opened twenty
years ago. Since Lone Star runs a separate Quarter
Horse and Thoroughbred meet, Bart was able to
compare and contrast the way the racing office
writes races, allocates purse money and discuss
the horse population for each meet.
Bart brought some of the “tools of the trade”
with him: matrix sheets, condition books for both
meets as well as rundowns, overnights, intoday
sheets and off races. He explained that it is
important to find horses in off races a spot to run in.
Bart discussed the importance of keeping track of purses allocated per day as well as handle per race
to see if races need to be moved within the card. He said that he places his fuller fields towards the
back of the card to drive simulcast handle. Lastly, he spoke about deciding how many days per week
and races per day can be run since the horse population is declining at all tracks. The students
learned some valuable information to use on their matrix project, and the factors that affect real
world racing office decisions.

Contact: Race Track Industry Program, bprewitt@ag.arizona.edu
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Race Track Industry Program — The University of Arizona Race Track Industry Program offers a Bachelor’s degree with an emphasis on
the pari-mutuel racing industry and hosts the annual Global Symposium on Racing held every December in Tucson, Arizona.
University of Arizona — Established in 1885, the University of Arizona, the state's super land-grant university with two medical schools,
produces graduates who are real-world ready through its 100% Engagement initiative. Recognized as a global leader, the UA is also a leader
in research, bringing more than $606 million in research investment each year, and ranking 21st among all public universities. The UA is
advancing the frontiers of interdisciplinary scholarship and entrepreneurial partnerships and is a member of the Association of American
Universities, the 62 leading public and private research universities. It benefits the state with an estimated economic impact of $8.3 billion
annually.

